PLANNING FOR 2011-12

1. TIME OF BIG CHANGES FOR MEDIA
2. Changes started last summer when the large classrooms added computers and touch panel controls
3. Next THE INTRODUCTION OF Video Furnace AND STREAMING RESERVES
   a. Had a big effect on the number of students using the viewing lab
4. Digitizing the Arthur Talks to be posted on Now @tufts and Facebook
5. Install Digital Design Studio during the summer 2011
   a. Remove over 50% of the current viewing stations
   b. Build DDS with a presentation/recording room in the media viewing lab
6. This new service area should give the Media Center new a exciting opportunities
   a. With this new space we will be actively be assisting students and faculty with classroom projects
   b. Start offering in class talks on Digital Story telling
   c. Start series of workshops on digital project
   d. Tutorials for the software in the DDS
   e. Workshop on aspect of storytelling
7. Question about the collection
   a. What will the collection of the future be: online-physical
   b. What about old formats
   c. Need equipment to run the old formats
8. All of this will put pressure on staff to refocus their duties
9. Learn many new skills